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This workgroup’s responsibility is: To facilitate training and education initiatives for MLREMS.
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MLREMS Training and Education Committee
MLREMS Training & Education Committee (October 6, 2020)
1. Specialty Courses
a. Several people expressed the need for the region to host a CLI original course. Message from the state has been no
specialty courses will be scheduled indefinitely. From the course sponsor meetings, course sponsor reps are hearing the
state wants EMT courses to continue (as doo the regions) to maintain our ability to provide EMS services to the
community. Looking for guidance from the state then as to how we can make that happen. Relax the 50% CLI lab
instructor rule for lab sessions? It isn’t an immediate problem due to decreased enrollment but once enrollment returns
there will be an issue with abiding by the guideline. Course sponsors are looking for some guidance. Ed attended a
wholly online CIU in the spring which Ben looked into and learned this wasn’t an option any longer, especially for
original courses.
b. Of note, instructor certifications per the interim guidance are extended for 1 yr.
c. Eric will draft a letter to Liz at the state requesting a timeline for when we will be allowed to host specialty courses and
advocating for our region’s need to host these courses and for some guidance for the future.
d. Sharon - AHA updates are expected 10/20/20 - which would provide instructors with an opportunity for some education
credits towards their recertification.
2. Interim guidance document (20-07)
a. Ed - practical skills sheets have yet to be released though the state has said we can use the National Registry sheets.
Awaiting further guidance from the state.
3. MLREMS Preceptor Course - Eric and Ben will schedule for December.
4. T&E Committee - Eric will confirm membership for 2021.
Upcoming meetings:
All meetings are hybrid (live at the Division of Prehospital Medicine office and online via the contact information provided in the
email at 3:00PM)
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